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l.

r

Kei Takeuchi (University oE Tokyo)

On the types of factors in a design of experiment and the

methods of inference

Abstract: Through discussions among Japanese applied

statisticiansr various kinds or types of factors in factorzai

experzmentations have been defined and clarified. Main

types are : Controrable factors, which can and should be

controled to attazn optimurn conditions; Descriptwe factorsr

which affect the results and should be taken into consider–

ation when we seek the optimum condition, and aZso whose

levels can reproducible and identifiable7 Block factorsr

which although may affect the results but not reproducibZe7

AuxiZiary factors which although identifiable ex poste but
L

not before the expenment is performed. When we analyyze

the data it zs necessary to take into consideration the

different types of the factors involved. Especiallyr the
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meaning of interactions among factors is different when one

of the factors is descriptive, from the case when both are

controllabZe. !t isr however, to be noted that the distinct-

ion of the different types of factors is not always fixed

but it varies accoTding to the purpose of analysis.

2. Yasuo Ohashi (University of Tokyo)

On the muitiplicative modei

Abstract:

For the analysis of a two-way table 2g=(Xs), Fisher and Mackenzie (1923)
proposed the multiplicative model in which the (i,g’) element is expressed as

Xla = ct; eg+ e6 ,
where ot and B represent the row and the column effect, respectively, and e
is a random varihble with variance u2. !rhey used the least squares method
for estimating ot’s and B’s and checked the adequacy of the model by compair-
-ing the residual sum of squares

R=Z(x7’ a‘ZZdi)2 . . .
ufigh,gR.gs:,i22t2,2f,g·g,;g·gs22·ggeg; ilf.;·,,B:g,t2%E,g,,-tll2y is approximate m

The accuracy of x2–approximation is examined and, by using Fisher’s data,
the comparison of the above model is made with alternative ones such as

xg = oetB3 (1+ev) ,
Xu = ctv+ Be+ e? e

3. Chihiro Hirotsu (University of Tokyo) and Hiroe Tsubaki

(University of Tokyo)

A statistical model for clinical data from Cross-over design

Abstract:

We introduce a statistical model for ”the m-drug and 2-period

cross–over clinical experiments (abb. (m,2)C.O.D.)”,where observations

are assumed to be binary. In the (m,2)C.O.D. the subjeets are randomly

partitioned into mP2 groups and eaeh subject within the same ”(i.-j) groupt

receives the i-th drug at the first period and sueessively the j-th drug

at the seeond period,where 1!s i,j !S m and ifj.
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At first we review the linear logistie model approach to the most

aidely used (2,2)C.O.D. by Gart(3969),whieh involves pa!’ameters of

Lndividual-effects,drug-effects and period-effects. Then the Gartts model

Ls extended to the case of m ;l 3,where we Rewly introduce parameters for

)arry-over-effects,mixture-effeets and order-effects. The mixture-effects

md order-effects may also be considered to be a sort of the interactions

)etween drug–effects and period-eeffects. The hypotheses on those intro-

luced parameters become testable by the weighted least square methods,

Lf we assume the Bradley-Terry model(Bradley and Terry(1952)) for the

lrug-effects. An example is given in Section 4 to give some of ideas.

XATe next discuss how to use the information from tied-pairs which is

isually ignored in the conditional inferenee.

First approach to this problem is to use the Davidson-Beaver model

ihich is a genelalization of the Bradley-Terry model to incorporate ties

md within-pair order effects.(Davidson and Beaver(1977)) rt is shown

)hat a researcher can appreciate the data obtained from (m,2)C.O.D.

)y the Davidson-Beaver approach if individual-effeets are negligibZe

md goodness–of-fit of the model can be testified by likelihood ratio

)est or weighted least square method as usual.

Second approach is to use random-effect model like Grizzleis model.

[Grizzle(1965)) It is shown that it is possible to test the hypothesis

)n order-effects even in the case of (2,2)C.O.D. if individual-effects

”an be regarded as random effects.

4. Tadakazu Okuno (University of Tokyo)

Construction of fractional factorial designs by using tables

of orthogonal arrays and their applications

Abstract:
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5.

6e

Many agricultural, bio!ogical and industrial experiments are

of a factorial nature that is, each treatment consists of a

number of factors, each at two or more levels. Generally, interest

of experimenters is in estimating all the main-effects and some of

the two-factor interactions. For high design efficiency, the total

number of parameters to be estimated should be as large as possible

under a given number of observations. In general, this requirement

is satisfied with a suitably selected ”fractional factorial design”

through the assignment of each factor to one or more arrays in a

specially devised Table of Orthogonal arrays.

The method for assigning effects to the appropriate arrays is

given with a few actual examples.

Chihiro Hirotsu (University of Tokyo)

Multiple comparisons for interaction effects

Abstract: A method is given to classify rows and columns

into subgroups so that additivity holds within each of the

subtables made of the grouped rows or the grouped columns.

The least squares estimators of the celi means are easiiy

obtained for the resulting Zinear model together with their

variances. An estimator of the error variance a2 is given
when there is onZy one observation per cell. A treatment of

an ordered table is also given.

T. Miwa (National Znstitute of AgricuZturai Sciences)

Multiple range methods in multiple comparisons

ts
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Abstract: The common F test, in an analysis of variance, which

has reJected the homoginity hypothesis of treatment means, has still

not indicated the source of the sigmficance. Multiple comparzsons

methods are used to investigate the significance in detail. Here

we consider two problems. One is that of compansons with a control,

and the other, that of paired cornparisons. Dunnett’s method and Tukey’s

studentized range method are wideiy used. However both methods become

conservative as the number of treatrnents increaces. Some multiple

range methods have been proposed to increace power. We state the

present situation of multiple range methods and point out the questzon

at lssue.

7. Masahide Kuwada (Hiroshima University)

On a balanced fractional 2M factorial design of resolution

(2£+l)t with block effects.

Abstract: Consider a 2M-FF design T with N assemblies

such that T’ = [Ti7e.e;Tg], where Tk (k=1,eeerr) are BAs(Nkr
m,2,22){p6k),uik),eee,uS)}. suppose that each vector ￥(Tk)
of Nk observations based on Tk has its proper effect (sayr

.2
block effect) and further has the covarianCe MatriX UkrNkr
where uft is unknown but ui/uft is known. Thenr after elimi-
nating block effects, we present an expiicit expression of

the characteristic polynomiai of the covariance matrix based

on T.

8. Teruhiro ,O.hirakura (Kohe (;nivergity)

Optimum block plan for a fractional 2M factorial design
Abstract : (see the full paper)
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Junjiro Ogawa (University of Calgary) and Sadao Zkeda (Soka

University)

Connectedness of PB:B designs

Abstract: A necessary and sufficient condition for the

connectedness of an m-cZass PBZB design is discussed.

Conditions are obtained concretely for 2, 3 and 4 class PBTB

designs, which extend the results by Mohan (1981) and Kageyama

(1981) in case of 2-class PBZB designs.

. Ryoh Fuji–I{ara (University of Waterloo)

Kirkman problems and their applications

Abstract:

Tn 1955, the following problem was given by T.G. Room (called Room

square) :

Let A be a square array such that

(i) each cell of A is empty or a 2-subset of n-set N,

(ii) every element of N appears in each row and each column exactly once,

(iii) every 2-subset appears in A precisely once.

This problen was already mentioned in a paper by T.P. Kirkman in 1850.

Hence, a more appropriate term might be ”Kirkman square”. We use the term

”Kirkman square” for the more general squaTe defined by replacing 2-subset

in (i) by k-subset.

In this paper, we discuss anexistence of Kirkman squares, applications

to statistics and related problems.

!
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Znspectlon

some of the

. il

of a lot of products

defectives may be overiooked

Yoritake FuJino

Technological Unzverszty of Nagaoka

Abstract

rn the inspection of a lot of products, it occurs

rather often that all of the defective items cannot be

detected for some reason or other. If this is the caser
some of the ztems in the lot must be znspected at least

two times in oxder to estzmate the number of defectives
in the lot and the probability of overlooking.

The method of maximum 1ikehhood and that of condi-
tzonal maximum lzkelihood are applied for two cases:

(1) In the first place, inspect all of the items; then

re-mspect the items which were once looked on as

non-defective.

(2) Inspect all of the items twzce.

It is concluded that, fairly better estimates can be

obtained in the second case than in the first case.

7
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